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1 . INTRODUCTION

A quantum statistical description of a many body system is

very attractive in view of ita remarkable success. Density functional

theory (DPT) is based on the quantum statistical approach. It does not

attack the many body problems frontally.but it possesses certain con-

ceptual simplicity for which it has emerged aa the most successful tool

in describing the ground state properties of inhomogeneous electronic

systems.

Two basic theorems due to Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) f 1 ]

have provided a firm and a formal mathematical foundation of the DPT.

In this theory the density ia considered aa a fundamental quantity. It

is supposed to contain all the relevant information about the ground

state properties of a many body system. During the past two decades

several formal developments and applications of the DPT have displayed

its enormous power and success. An interested reader will find a large

volume of literature from Refs. £2-10] and from the companion articles

in this volume. In view of our limitations, here we cannot Eive the
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complete bibliography but an attempt i s made to include most recent

works from which relevant l i te ra ture can be found.

The main aim of th is a r t i c le i s to present an over-view

of the DPT and to provide a brief appraisal of the la tes t developments

of the theory. Particular emphasis i s made on the understanding of the

electronic structure of materials via the DPT.
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3 . APPROXIMATIONS AND RESULTS FOR THE GROUND STATE

2. DPT AMD ITS GENERALIZATIONS

The first theorem of HK states that all aspects of the

ground state be determined by the density f(r). This theorem is un-

doubtedly as existence theorem, but it has a lot of physical contents

which have provided impetus for further formal developments. The second

theorem is variational in nature and it demonstrates that the kinetic

(T) and the interaction (U) part of the energy can be expressed as a

functional of £*(£). This functional ie given by

FCfJ = < t e | T + U | 4 : > , (1)

where H*» is the ground state. It appears that PCT?3 is defined only

for those f which satisfy the full many body equation containing some

external potential V (r). But now it haB been possible to construct

more general functionals QC?1,given by

QLS3 = Min<fyT + U\%> (2)
by using a'constrained search approach", such that Q agrees with F

if ? is V-repreBentable(see Lieb in £5J.

The original HK formalism is established for the spin-

less particles in their nondegenerate ground state subject to the ex-

ternal potential which is local and static. Now all these restrictions

are lifted so that the theory is generalized to a host of physical

situations. We present most of these generalizations in Table 1 and

refer the reader to original papers as cited p

Soon after HK's paper Mermin [14] proved the nonzero

temperature version of the HK theorems. This theory applies to various

statistical situations,like pure states and ensemble states.Prom the

solution of the finite temperature one body eqn.,fractional occupation

of a state is derived.This iB an important result in interpreting the

DPT eigenvalues.The results of finite temperature theory can also be

used in constueting excited state energy functionals(see Kohn

The functional stated in eq.(2) ia yet unknown.Therefore

one haB to resort to approximate methods to obtain a suitable functional.

A trick ia applied to separate, hypothetically, the noninteracting

kinetic energy from the energy functional. The kinetic energy corresponds

to the snme density a a ia the energy functional. Now we write the

energy E [?] as

= [Yv (r) ? ( r ) dr + ( t [ f ( r ) ] d r ~ L *f?<£> f <£')
L• J J |r.r' | " "r - r ' l

(3)
The f i rs t quantity irt square brackets contains the external potential

energy and the kinetic energy.The functional t t J J is relatively

simple. I t nay be taken aB Thoims-Fermi-von Weizsacker form [21].

The second term is the classical Coulomb energy and the last term E
xc

contains all the many body contributations. E t^l is unknown.therefore

any approximation to it can limit the accuracy of the ground state

quantities. With a reasonable choice of approximation,a direct density

variational principle can be used to minimize the energy for the ground

state. This will give an Euler-Lagrange eqn. By solving for the

density, ground state properties can be studied£227.

Alternately, a Hartree-like variitional procedure can be

adopted.This is an ingeneous and a practical scheme due to Kohn and

Sham C23]. Firstly,the same trick is followed to separate the non-

interacting kinetic energy. Then the density is assumed to be composed

of some fictitious orbitals as given by

f (r) = if^r) f̂ r) . (4)
The variation of energy with respect to these orbitalB gives a Bet of

Schrbdinger-like eqna. t

(5)

A

where V ( ?(r) : r ) is given by
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and

xc1-1 —

We recall that "^f. 's are fictitious and £k's are variational Lagrange

parameters.They do not have any physical meaning. At this stage Kohn

and Sham suggested an approximation to the E .If the density ?(r)
XC —

is nearly uniform E CS3 can be written as
* XC

€ is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a uniform

system of density § .Since € has been known to a satisfactory

accuracy, the self-consistent scheme (eqns.4 to 8) will give the

correct density.By summing over the eigen-values of the Kohn-Sham eqn.

(5) and comparing with eqn.(3) we get the ground state energy as

|£_r'j J — J — xc —

The Kohn-Sham procedure for the ground state can be

utilized in all the generalizations as mentioned above.Therefore,we do

not discuss those separately.The approximation in eqn. (8) is the so-

called local density approximation (LDA). The LDA is exact in the

weak inhomogeneity limit,i.e. the density variation be confined to a

distance of the order of inverse Fermi momentum

Except some hypothetical situations,almost all the real

systems,such as: atoms,molecules,solids and surfaces possess strong

inhomogeniety in the electron distribution. In spite of the limitation

of the LDA.the calculated ground state properties have produced very

impressive results,particularly in (i) static lattice properties,such

as: lattice constants,bulk moduli,cohesive energies etc.,{ii)surface

and interfacial energies and (ill) phonon spectra of solids.

Since the LDA is based on the homogeneous electron gaB

approximation,the results for the d and f band systems are poorer in

comparison to those of the s and p band systema.lt suggests that the

simple LDA is unable to account for the complicated electron

correlations of the localized electronic states.
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The LDA functional is not self-interaction (SI) free. Incomplete

cancellation of the SI in the electrostatic and exchange-correlation

terms brings some inaccuracies in the LDA results. The WA. exchange-

correlation potential has a wrong, asymptote for large r which ia corrected

•by the si method. Several recent calculations of the 51 corrected

LDA have revealed the importance of this fef} . However,the Si-free LDA

is an orbital functional theory rather than being a DPT. On the whole

the LDA based calculations give more accurate results than what could

be expected from its strength. It is possible because of systematic

cancellation of various errors in the components of the energies £25j.

There are several ways to go beyond the LDA. It depends on

the nature of the problems and on the desired accuracy.A Bimpler one

is to incorporate corrections to a few lower orders in the density

gradients.The procedure is valid,if the condition

« 1 (10)

is satisfied.In real systems this condition is not met for all r.

Some atomic calculations including gradients upto 3rd order have given

adverse results. Other alternative to obtain nonlocal effects is by

including the pair-correlation function g(r,r_') through the exact

expression [ 26 J .

r) ?(r') [g(r,r') - 1
r - r'f - -

dr dr' (11)

(12)

where P (r.r1) is the exchange-correlation hole charge centred on r
3 xc — — "~

which satisfies the sum-rule

dr' ?xc(£,r') = -1 (13)

for every r .In the homogeneous case P is spherical on the average,

therefore^eqn.(12) gives the exact LDA result.In the inhomogeneoua

systems f <£>£') i B n o t BPherical,hence the LDA is not accurate.

Approximate schemes,such as: average density and weighted density

methods are developed and are tested for atomB,molecules,surfaces

and solids [26-28] .
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The exact expression for E can also be written in the

wave-vector representationfe?)] .
/ d

where Sf^) is the static structure factor. Prom the wave-vector analysis

of approximate S(£)^metallic surface properties are intensely studied

in this formalism. In continuation of this type of analysis,Langreth

and coworkerBr30l have given simple expressions for E f t ] and v Cf]

which depends only on f(r) and its first gradient tfy(r).Applications

to atomicpOj, surfaces(31] , interfaces(}2j and bullc aolidB{25]Beem to give

much improved results over the LDA values.

Atomic and molecular parameters are often calculated by

using the DPT where one can compare the results with the correponding

calculations at the Hartree-Fock level. ASCP la a popular method. On

using the DPT, difference of two ground state energies (one of a neu-

tral system and the other ia either with a hole or an extra electron

in the system) are calculated.This corresponds to the binding energy

of the electron (in the state where there is a hole)or the electron

affinity level. These results are of comparable accuracy at the Hartree-

Pock level,if not better.

Thus,for the finite systems almost all the approximate

functiomls are tested. Since it is not easy (numerically) to test these

in the case of extended systems,the LDA still enjoys its status as an

indispensable tool in the electronic structure studies.

Other major important developments include spin.relativis-

tic and time-dependent calculations for atoms and atomic clusters. The

results arr favorable in support of the DPT. There seems to be certain

failureB of the DPT. lor example,the correct ground state for some

exotic systems like negative ions an<* hsavy electronic systems have not

been obtained. Quani-particle excitation spectra and the band gap of

semiconductors and insulators may be included as failures.The last two

aspects are discussed elsewhere in this volume by Louie. In the follow-

ing section we shall discuss how much meaning we can derive from the

LDA eigenvalues that would be moat relevant to this school.
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4. EXCITATION SPECTRA

The aim of the band structure studies is to find how

the electronic excitations are dispersed in the energy apace as a func-

tion of momentum.The foundation of the understanding of it rests on the

DPT. We have pointed out before that the Kohn-Sham eigen-values are

formally LagrangeB parameters, rigorously meant to calculate the total

energies. Then how can we associate any physical meaning to th?ne eigen-

values ? The only euercy i3 the highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital

energy that rigorously corresponds to the physical energy: the chemical

potential(or the Fermi energy at T=0),because the latter is n ground

state property.

Lot us compare the Kohn-Sham eqn. with the quasi-particle

Dyson eqn.

-t V fk(l) + Veff[f(r)] ipk(r) = ^ ( r ) (5.)

dr' = (15)

The self-energy Z in (15) ia nonlocal and energy-dependent. In both

the eqns. V g f f and £ differ only at the exch-.nge-correlfitxon level.

Since the exchange-correlntion contribution ia a smill fraction to the

total energy their difference hardly affects the accuracy of the total

energy.But the nonlocality may bring an appreciable difference in the

excitation spectra. Solutions of (15) requires several approximations

and much more involved efforts unlike the solution of Kohn-Sham eqn.

Nevertheless,the Kohn-Sham bands for moat of the metals and alloys

are reasonably good representations of Bingle particle valence band

excitations. The calculated Fermi surfaces also compare.in general,

very well with the experiments.Therefore a bulk of electronic structure

studies are devoted to computing the Kohn-Sham bands and to compare

all possible available experiments.The.nice agreements.as often found,

should not be the basis to interpret the Kohn-Sham bands as physical.

Janak[337 pointed out that the excitation energy £. can be

obtained from the total energy by the relation

r S E

where n^ is the tt-th state occupation number. But we know that at T=0
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thermodynamical ensemble,the n^ is fractional.which will be aBBOCiated

with the density as Q C C

?(r)=2, ^l(r)%(L) . (17)
In the T —> 0 limit the relation (16) has been shown to be formally

exactp4,24^1 and n. is the Fermi function. Prom the band structure

point of view Janak's theorem gives a very important result valid for

all bands. But a minor problem remains while calculating the total

energy with the fractional occupation^because the kinetic energy - t

functional is occupation number-dependent.

Having mentioned the interpretation of the Kohn-Sham bands as

physical energies,we shall discuss the electronic structure of one of

the exotic systems,a heavy fermion system.We shall point out why the

DPT calculations do not give the heavy mass of the electrons.

5. HEAVY ELECTRON SYSTEMS

Some compounds of rare-earth(Ce) and actinidefO and Np)

metals having partially occupied and configurationally unstable f-

shells constitute a new class of materials.known as heavy fermion

systems. The heavy fermions are characterized by the heaviness of the

effective mass of the electrons. Experimental observation of the large

linear temperature coefficient of the specific heat is considered as a

measure of their heavy mass. The value of this mas3 is about 1 Joule/

ftnole^K ) where as for the ordinary metals it is only several milli-

Joules/(mole"K ).Por details see some recent reviews£34j .

In the Landau Fermi liquid picture the effective mass is

obtained as m = m.z" .where z is the quasi-particle amplitude of

renormalization. It can be argued that heaviness is associated with

interactions which is a consequence of localization.The localized

quasi-particle stateB can be understood from the atomic features.For

example,in case of Ce compounds there #re two open shells (f and d ).

The low lying atomic excited state oscillates between at least two

configurations with fractional occupations. The atomic configurations

in a solid is much more complex. It is likely that there are multi-

stable states of f electrons which can form a resonant state with the

conduction band. Once such a state with quasi-localized nature(near Ej). is

a.»=u.j.auj.B> m e neavy mass IB well-conceivable. But are these masses seen

in spectroscopic experiments ? A combined photo—emission and bremstrahiung

isochromat spectroscopic Btudies(see Stewart[34]) give a rela-

tively sharp peak at the Fermi level and two broad wings on both sides of

it. A super-cell excited state self-consistent band calculation £35]

explains this observation by f -> f and f -*. f fetomic) transitions.

The observed sharp peak and the calculations are inadequate to produce

the heavy mass of the specific heat.A series of band calculations by

Pickett and coworkers[36] using the IDA linearized-plane-wave method

iB unable to produce the heavy masa. Though the spectroscopic rmd Fermi

surface measurements are reconciled with ab-initio electronic structure

calculations,the explicit many body aspects in the heavy mass of the

quasi-particles could not be produced.

Are there two kinds of excitations, one of them having a

normal band mass {seen in the spectroscopic probes) and the other is

of heavy mass (only observable in thermodynamical measurements;specific

heat and susceptibility etc.)? If so,the DPT band method cannot detect

the latter,because the DPT in the band applications can reveal only

the effective single particle behaviour. We note that the occupation

number in the Kohn-Sham theory is a (noninteracting)step function. As

we have pointed out before,if the heavy masa is manifested out of very

strong correlations,the treatment of electron gas correlation for

localized state is inadequate. Strong correlations of spatially loca-

lized states in an extended system reruires further investigations.

Another point of view may be raised by looking at the

eqna. (5') and(15). At the Fermi surface^. = £. . In the neighbour-

hood of Ep let both the eigenvalues be Taylor-expanded.The distinction

between the DPT eigenvalue and the quasi-particle energy is given by

the ratio of the respective masses. Since the masses are different

the DPT eigenvalues may not be the true physical energies [25] .

It is suggestive that dynamical exchange-correlation may be necessary

to understand the heavy masses which a static LDA-DPT fails to

produce.
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6. SUMMARY

We have tried to present a brief account of the activities

in the realm of the DPT.Study of the band structure has aimed at the

understanding of the single particle behaviour of a many body system.

All the flrat principle self-consistent br.nri structure methods are

based on the foundations of the DPT.Therefore it is important to •

understand the physical meaning of the DPT bands via Janak's theorem.

In other words the band structure is an important practical aspect

of the DFT.We have mentioned some of the successes and failures of

it.
Out of several current a c t i v i t i e s in the electron struc— *•

ture studies,an important problem has been to understand the systems

without long range order,such as:liquids,amorphous solids and finite

clusters.' Out of several BO-called ab-inttio methods^two major ones

are currently used in Buch investigations. One is the LKTO method of

Andersen,discussed elsewhere in this volume and the other one is the

Car-Parrinello method,based on the molecular dynamical simulated

annealing technique [37]. Both the methods uti l ise the LDA-DFT for

constructina the effective potential.

Finally,we conclude that the electronic structure studies

are very fundamental to the understanding of the properties of materials

and for this the DPT has the requisite potential. We hope,the

coming years will witness many more interesting developments in this

active field of research.
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Table 1

Generalizations Comments

Degenerate ground state ["11j

Multi-component [121

Spin (T=O) fi3l

Finite temperature

Spin at T/0 Ci5]

Velocity dependent

Relativisticfi7]

Nonlocal £18]

Excited states

Time-dependent [2C[]

An external potential gives
more than one ^

Energy of M-component system
in presence of external potential
obtained from M different components
of P(r)
A special case of the above. For
a system of electrons with up and
down spin densities two external
potentials of charge and spin
are necessary.
Grand potential is functional of
f(r) and temperature.

Grand potential is functional of
§ ( r ) and temperature.

Vector potential of the electro-
magnetic field defines the
energy functional.
Energy is a functional of four-
vector current densities.A coupling
of electrons with transverse electro-
magnetic field necessary.
Nonlocal external potential is
obtained out of one-body density
matrix.
Energy is a functional of excited
state and ground state densities.
Importance of sub-space implied.
Energy is a functional of time-
dependent density.Energy has
stationarity but no variational
minimum.
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